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INTRODWCTION 
SZCZARBA 
LET v be the normal sphere bundle of a homotopy n-sphere embedded in Euclidean (n + k)- 
space, P+‘. It is known (see for example Kervaire-Milnor [I 11) that v must be stably trivial 
and Massey [12] has shown that v must be fibre homotopically trivial. Our first theorem 
asserts that, with suitable restriction on n and k, any such bundle can be realized as the 
normal bundle of an embedded homotopy n-sphere. The proof depends trongly upon work 
of Kervaire, Milnor and Haefliger [4, 1 I]. 
As a consequence, we show that the “exotic” l&sphere Zr6 can be embedded in R29 
with non-trivial normal bundle. This result is in contrast with Theorem (8.2) of Kervaire [7] 
which asserts that normal bundle of an embedding of S” in R"+' must be trivial if n < 2k - 1. 
It also follows easily from the above that Xl6 cannot be embedded in RI9 and that 
Xl6 x S” is not diffeomorphic $ to S16 x S”. 
Our next result deals with those homotopy spheres which embed in a fixed dimensional 
Euclidean space with trivial normal bundle. We relate the group of such spheres to the 
cokemel of the Hopf-Whitehead J-homomorphism. Furthermore, if Z” embeds in R"+'+' 
with trivial normal bundle, we give necessary and sufficient conditions (again, for suitably 
restricted n and k) for the existence of an embedding of Z” in R"+k with trivial normal 
bundle. This depends on G. Whitehead’s generalized Hopf invariant [15] and our result 
can be viewed as an extension of Kervaire’s work [7]. 
Finally we show, using these results, that for n I 15 and n < 2k - 1 any embedding of a 
homotopy n-sphere in Rn+k has a trivial normal bundle. 
The paper is divided into five sections. The first contains the statements of results and 
the last four contain the proofs. 
t During the preparation of this paper, W. C. Hsiang and R. H. Szczarba were partially supported by 
NSF grant number NSF-G-18995 while J. Levine was partially supported by U.S. Army Research office, 
Durham. 
$ This result contradicts Lemma (5) of Novikov [13]. His error seems to be the use of Kervaire’s Theorem 
(8.2) of [7] for arbitrary homotopy spheres. 
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81. STATEMENT. OF RESULTS 
The following lemmat is a consequence and generalization of Theorem (8.2) of Kervaire 
[7]. The proof will be given in $2. 
LEMMA (1 .l). Let C” be a homotopy n-sphere and k an integer such that n < 2k - 1. 
Then any two embeddings of Z’ in R”” have equivalent normal bundles. 
Remarks. (i) If n < 2k - 3, any two embeddings of C” in R”+k are isotopic [3]. This is 
not the case for n + 3 = 2k [4]. (ii) The condition n < 2k - 1 cannot in general be weakened 
since Haefliger (unpublished) has shown that S” embeds in R” with a non-trivial normal 
bundle. 
Let 8” denote the group of homotopy n-spheres [1 l] for n > 4, and e the subgroup of 
those which embed in R”+‘. If n < 2k - 2 it follows from [3] that s”, = 0,. According to 
Lemma (l.l), we can, for n c 2k - 1, assign to each Z:” in 6 its unique normal bundle in 
R”+‘. By identifying k-plane bundles over E” with elements of rr,- ,(SO(k)), we define a map 
~=~::81:+n,_,(SO(k)),n<2k-1, 
which is easily seen to be a homomorphism. Let 
J = J:_ 1 : n,-,(SO(k))--,A,+k-,(S’) 
be the Hopf-Whitehead homomorphism [7, p. 3491 and 
.k i = I,_ 1 : %- @O(k)) + *,- iGO) 
the homomorphism induced by the usual injection of SO(k) into the infinite special orth- 
ogonal group. 
THEOREM (1.2). Let n, k be integers satisfying 4 < n c 2k - 1 and n + 2 mod 4. Then 
Image 4: = ker Ji_l n ker i”._l. 
Remarks. (i) If n is odd, we show that ker Ji_, c ker ii_ 1 for 4 < n < 2k - 1. (ii) This 
theorem can be proved for n = 4q + 2 < 2k - 2 whenever bP,+ 1 e 2, [I 1, p. 5361. 
We give the proof of Theorem (1.2) in 93. As an application we have: 
THEOREM (1.3). Let El6 be the non-trivial element of O,, z 2,. Then El6 embeds in 
Rf9 with non-trivial normal bundle. 
Proof. According to Theorem (1.2) we need only exhibit a non-zero element 
a E ~,~(S0(13)) such that 
J(a) = i(a) = 0. 
To do this consider the commutative diagram: 
Qsts’3) - %9ts’4) 
t This lemma lso follows from Theorem (2.10) of Haefliger-Hirsch [5]. 
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where j is induced by the inclusion of SO(13) in SO( 14) and E is the suspension homo- 
morphism [15]. According to Kervaire [9], 7r,5(SO(13)) E 2 + Z2 and 7r,,(SO(l4)) E 2 so 
if a is the element of order 2 in x,,(SO(l4)), j(a) = 0 and thus i(a) = 0. Furthermore 
Toda has shown [14, p. 1091 that E is an isomorphism in this case so J(a)=0 and the 
theorem is proved. 
Remarks. (i) This corollary provides a counter-example to a conjecture of Kervaire 
[8, p. 3991. (ii) If, for n E 0 mod 8, we let a.-1 denote the element of order 2 in 
n,_,(SO(n - 3)) x 2 @Z,, we have i(a,_,) = 0. Using diagram (1.1) below, it follows that 
J(a,,_,) = [J”_~, v,_~], where z._~ generates nn_JS”-‘) and v,_~ generates z,(SnV3) x Z2.+. 
Thus whenever [I._ 3, v,_ J = 0, some homotopy n-sphere embeds in RZne3 with non-trivial 
normal bundle. In particular, this would imply 6, 4 0 [7, Theorem (8.2)]. 
An easy consequence of Theorem (1.3) is the following: 
COROLLARY (1.4). El6 cannot be embedded in R19. 
In fact if Cl6 embeds in R19, the normal bundle must be trivial [12]. But then the 
composite Embedding Cl6 c R19 c R29 has a trivial normal bundle which is impossibie 
by Lemma (1.1) and Theorem (1.3). 
COROLLARY (1 S). The product Xc’ 6 x S’ ’ is not difiomorphic to S’ 6 x S’ 2. 
This follows, as above, from the fact that if Xl6 x S” is diffeomorphic to S16 x S”, 
the embedding X1’ c X1” x 5”’ z S’6 x S” c R29 has a trivial normal bundle. 
It follows immediately from the proof that S” in Corollary (1.5) can be replaced by 
either Rx3 or D” (= the closed 13-disc). 
Letf:Z”+R”+k be an embedding with a trivial normal bundle and suppose F is an 
explicit framing of this normal bundle. Using the Pontrjagin-Thorn construction [7] we 
associate to the triple (X”,f, F) an element p(ZZ”,f, F) in n,+,(S’I). 
LEMMA (1.6). Letl;f’ : C” + R”‘+’ be embeddings, n < 2k - 1, and let F, F’ be framings 
or the normal bundles tof,r resp. Then p(Y, f, F) - p(Y, f’, F’) lies in the image of Ji. 
This lemma will be proved in #2. 
Let #f be the subgroup of e consisting of those homotopy spheres which embed in 
RR+’ with a trivial normal bundle; if n < 2k - 1, @“. = ker qi. As a consequence of Lemma 
(1.6), we can define, for n < 2k - 1, a homomorphism 
Now, for n > 4, let bP,+, denote the subgroup of 6, consisting of those homotopy 
spheres which bound x-manifolds. In $4, we prove the following: 
THEOREM (1.7). If n > 4, k 2 2, then bP,+, c @,. If, in nddition, n < 2k - 1 and 
n $ 2 mod 4, the following sequence is exact. 
9 
O-+ bP,+, -+@--+ cok I;-0 
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Remarks. (i) Part of this theorem is suggested in [4,3.6]. (ii) We prove bP,+, = ker Jlf: 
even when n E 2 mod 4. (iii) Theorem (1.7) can be proved for n = 4q + 2 < 2k - 2 whenever 
bP,+, z Z2. (iv) If k = 1, it is easy to see that 0: = @f: = 0 for n > 4. Consider the follow- 
ing diagram : 
j. 
@O(k)) - f %(y(k + 1)) 
E 
The upper sequence is the homotopy sequence of the fibre map p : SO(k + 1) + Sk; the 
lower sequence is the exact sequence of G. Whitehead [IS] (for n < 2k - 1; see Kervaire [7] 
and [lo, p. 132 footnote]). This diagram is commutative up to sign. The following corollary 
is an easy consequence of this diagram and Theorem (1.7). 
COROLLARY (1.8). If 4 < n < 2k - 1 and n $2 mod 4, then the following diagram is 
commutative and all rows and columns are exact. 
0 0 
I I I 
0 0 0 
E and R are induced by E and H in diagram (1.1). 
As a consequence we have the following: 
COROLLARY (1.9). Let f: IS:“-, R”+‘+’ be an embedding with trivial normal bundle, 
where n -Z 2k - 1 and n + 2 mod 4. Then IE” embeds R”+’ with trivial normal bundle if and 
Od_Y if w(p(x:“,f, F)) lies in the image Of p* : z,+k+I(SO(k + 1)) + n,+k+I(Sk) for some 
framing F of the normal bundle to f. 
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Finally, as an application, we prove 
T-REM (l.iO). The normal bundle of an embedding of a homotopy n-spnere in R”+’ is 
trivial in both of the following cases. 
(i) k 2 n - 2, any n, 
(ii) k < (n + 1)/2, n < 15. 
We note that the proof of the first statement of this theorem does not use the results of 
this paper. We simply show that ker Jk_ 1 n ker ii_ i = 0 for k 2 n - 2. 
$2. PROOF OF LEMMAS (1.1) AND (1.6) 
We begin with Lemma (1.1). 
Let f,l’ : YZ” + R”+k be embeddings with normal bundles v, v’ resp. We consider 
v, v’ as elements of n”_ ,(SO(k)). If we translate f (X”) away from f ‘c) we can run a tube 
between them in R”+’ to obtain an embedding of C” 8 (-Z”) = S” in RR+‘, where % denotes 
connected sum and -Z” is just Z” with reversed orientation. It is easy to see that the 
normal bundle to this embedding is v -v’. When n c 2k - 1, it follows from [7, Theo- 
rem (8.2)] that this normal bundle is trivial so v -v’ = 0 and the lemma is proved. 
To prove Lemma (1.6) we proceed as above and, assumingf@“) andf’(Z”) are disjoint, 
we run a tube between them to obtain an embedding of S” in Rn+k. In addition we may 
define a normal framing G on g(S”) extending F and F. It is easy to see that: 
p(S”, 9, G) = p(x”,s, F) - P@", f’, F’). 
According to [7] and [lo, p. 132 footnote], p(S”, g, G) lies in the image of J.” when 
n < 2k - 1. This completes the proof of Lemma (1.6). 
The constructions used in the proofs of these lemmas can be made more precise using 
the notation of [4, p. 4601. For example, in the proof of Lemma (1.6), we are just performing 
a framed spherical modification on the framed submanifold (R”+k, f(Z”) uf’(-X”), 
FuF). 
53. PROOF OF THEOREM (1.2) 
It follows from [12] and [l 1, Lemma (4.2)] that Im 4:: c ker J”._ I n ker is_ 1. We 
prove the reverse inclusion. 
Let 0; and D’!_ denote the closed upper and lower hemispheres of S” and F the usual 
normal framing of 0; c Disk. Let g : S”-’ --+ SO(k) represent an element a E 1c”_ ,(SO(k)) 
satisfying J(a) = i(a) = 0. We modify the framing F on S”-’ = aD; by assigning to each 
x ES”-’ the normal frame Fv(x) obtained by letting g(x) E SO(k) act on the k-frame 
F(x); F,,(x) = g(x)F(x). SinceJ(a) = 0, it follows from [7] that there is a manifold M” c D’?” 
meeting a DY+ Ir normally along aM” = aD; = S”-’ with normal frame F such that 
F’JaM”= F,,. 
LEMMA (3.1). If 4 < n -C 2k - 1 and n + 2 mod 4, the manifold M” can be chosen to be 
contractible. 
F 
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ProoJ We use the technique of spherical modifications. By a sequence of framed 
modifications on the framed submanifold (D”+k, M”, F’) (see [4, 3.31) using the techniques 
of Kervaire-Milnor [l l] and Haefliger [4, 931 we can make M[(n - 2)/2]-connected without 
disturbing the frame near 8M. The codimension restriction is needed to satisfy condition (2) 
in [4, 3.21. 
If n = 4q + 1, the techniques of [ll, $51 and [4, pp. 461-4621 carry over without 
difficulty to make M” contractible. If n = 4q, we must kill H,,(M”; 2). Since i(a) = 0, it 
follows that the index of M” is zero and the arguments of [4, pp. 4614621 show how to carry 
out the necessary modifications. If k = 2q + 1, the linking invariant defined in [4,2.5] must 
be zero; but this follows from [4,2.6] since 8M” is unknotted in aDVk. The case it = 4q f 3 
is more difficult. 
Let h : Sz4+’ + M” be an embedding representing a homology class rZ E H2q+l(Mn; 2) 
and F={f,,..., x} the nOmd frame to M” in E+k. Then, as in [4, pp. 461-4621, we 
extend h to an embedding h’ : D2q+2 -+ D1 +k which meets M” transversely on h(S24+‘) 
and iS t.angeIIt t0 fl there. Furthermore, since 7~~~+i(Vk+~~+~,k-~) = 0 for k 1 2q i- 3, 
wecan extend the frame {f2, . . . ,fk} to a frame G = {f;, . . . ,fL} on h’(D*q’2). The arguments 
of [4] now serve to define a spherical modification (D’!?‘, M$ G’) of (D”_+‘, M”, F’). 
Note that the extension G = (f;, . . . ,f;} of {f2, . . . ,h> is not unique. In fact, given any 
BE n2q+2 (vk+2q+l,k__1), we can define a new extension G, of {f2, ... ) fk} and obtain a new 
spherical modification (DYk, M;, G;). 
Now, recall certain procedures of [ll, $61. Let cp : ,!P+’ x D2q+2 + M” be an extension 
of h.S9+‘,SQ+l x 0 --, M” and let x(M”, q) denote the spherical modification of M” 
def&d by cp. For any y E n2c+1(SO(2q +2)), we define (pu : .!P+’ x D24+2 -) M” by 
cp,(x, y) = cp(x, y . r(x) j where r : S2qf1 + SO(2q + 2) represents y. This defines a new modi- 
fication x(M”, tpy). In fact, if a : n2q+2(vk+2q+l,k_l) + x,,+,(SO(2q + 2)) is the boundary 
homomorphism of the fibration SO(2q + 2) + SO(k + 2q + 1) + Vk+zq+l,k__l, then the 
manifold M; defined above is diffeomorphic to x(M”, cp,) where y = a/3. 
Now, in order to kill HZqfl(M”; Z), it is necessary that, for any y in the kernel of 
i : x2*+ W(& + 2)) --) 712q+ ,(W, we be able to realize x(M”, cp,) by a framed modification 
of (D’L+k, M”, F’) whenever we realize x(M, cp) as such. But this is clearly possible since 
ker i = image a. 
Since D’!! and M” meet i3 D’!+ii k = dDYk transversely on aD”, = aM”, we can straighten 
the angles to obtain a smooth submanifold C” of Sn+‘. But, since M” and 0: are con- 
tractible, Y is a homotopy sphere. By our construction of the frame F, F’ the normal bundle 
to C” corresponds to a. 
&L PROOF OF THEOREM (1.7) 
Suppose that X” is the boundary of a x-manifold Vnfl. According to [ll, 5.51 we can 
choose V”+ ’ to be [(n - 1)/2]-connected. Then it follows from Hirsch (6,4.7] that Vn+l 
embeds in Snq2 = dD”+j. We can push V”+’ - aV”+’ off Sne2 into Dnf3 so that 
yn+l n y+2 
= C” and is transverse; clearly Vnfl has a normal frame. This shows 
bP,+, c @C, for k 12 and, by embedding V”+l c Dn’3 c Dn+k+l, that bP,+, c ker $“,. 
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Conversely, suppose that Xc” represents an element of ker II/. By an argument of 
Kervaire [lo, pp. 132-1331, there is an embeddingf: Z” + S”+’ with normal frame F so that 
p(Z”,f, F) = 0. But this implies that X” bounds a rr-manifold. 
To prove $ is onto we first remark that, for any a E n,+,.(SL), there is a closed manifold 
M”, an imbedding f: M” + R”+’ and a normal frame F such that p(M”, f, F) = a (see for 
example [7, p. 3461). We would like M to be a homotopy sphere. By performing spherical 
modifications on the framed submanifold (R”+‘,f(M”), F), as in the proof of Lemma (3.1), 
this can be realized; it is clear that p(M”, f, F') is unchanged. If II = 4q we should also note 
that index M = 0 because M is a n-manifold and the linking number invariant of M is zero 
by [4, 2.81. Otherwise the arguments carry through as before. 
This completes the proof of Theorem (1.7). 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM (1.10) 
We first prove that the normal bundle of an embedding of Y in R”+k is trivial when 
k 2 n - 2. We do this by showing that ker Ji_l n ker iE_ r = 0 so that the trivial bundle is 
the only candidate for a normal bundle. 
If k = n, it follows from diagram (1.1) that the kernel of j, : zc,_,(SO(n))-, 
x,_,(SO(n + 1)) is generated by a~,_, , I,-* a generator for rr.,_i(S”-l). Now J&,_, 
= - PL,-~ = -[I,-~, im_l] is zero only if n - 1 = 1, 3, or 7 (see Adams [2]) so, except for 
these cases, ker J,“_ 1 n ker iL_ r = 0. For n - 1 = 1, 3, 7, the result follows from the 
second half of Theorem (1.10). 
To deal with the cases k = n - 1, n - 2, we need the following lemma.7 
LEMMA (5.1). Let P : rr,(Sk)+ ~~+~_i (Sk) be the Whiteheadproduct map, qk the non-zero 
element of nk+l(Sk), and 6, the non-zero element of 71 k+Z(Sk). Then P(&) is non-zero except 
when k E 3 mod 4 and P(6,) is non-zero except when k E 2,3 mod 4. 
Proof. In view of the results of [16], we need only show P(v~+~) # 0 and 
p(6,+1) + O* 
First of all, note that the sequence on page 3 of Toda is related to the lower sequence of 
diagram (1 .l) as follows: (We use R for the H in Toda’s sequence.) 
E 







L xq-“S(I) /’ 
/’ p 
Now, if P(b,k+ 1) = 0, then AE44+2b4k+ I = 0 and there is an u E n,,,+s(S4q’2) with 
R(U) = E4q+264k+,. Thus, by Lemma (11.14) of [14], the Toda bracket {tfaq_,, 
t We are indebted to M. G. Barrett for supplying the proof of this lemma. 
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E*-‘&+i, 
tlaq-1 0 tlaq 0 hqfl z 0. 
Finally, ifP(q,+ 2) = 0, then A,!? 4q+31++2 = hq+s = 0 so there is an a E ~a~+&~+~) 
such that (E;fcr) = qgq+s. Applying Lemma (11.13) of [14], we see that there is a y in 
G~+~(S*+~) such that tf(r) = rlsq+3 0rtsq+& But then H(Y) = q4q+l 0 q4q+2 so J’(&+,) 
= 0 which is a contradiction. 
Now to continue with the proof of Theorem (1.10). Suppose a E ker JtI: n ker i:I: 
c n,_,(SO(n - 1)). Then, if j+ : zn-,(SO(n - 1)) + 7r._,(SO(rz)), it follows that j*a 
okerJ:_, n keri,“_, =0 so j,a = 0. Thus, to prove ker J:I : n ker ii:: = 0, it sufhces to 
show that ker JzI: n ker j* = 0. 
Let a c a,_,(SO(n - 1)) be in the kernel of j* : n,_,(SO(n - 1)) + z.-,(SO(n)). It 
follows from diagram (1.1) that a = dq,_, and that Ja = -P(qm_l). In fact, using diagram 
(1. l), the results of Kervaire [9] and Lemma (5.1) above, it follows that dl# 0 ifF P(q) # 0 
so ker J.“I: n ker j* = 0. 
Exactly the same argument shows that ker J:I: n ker j, = 0. 
To prove the second half of the theorem, we note that, by the results of [I I], 8. = 0 
for n I 6, n # 3 and for n = 12 so that @t = 8, = 0 in these cases. For n = 3, 4.” = 0, 
trivially. Furthermore, for n = 7 and 11, bP,+, = 8. (see [Ill) so e = 8, in these cases. 
We now check the theorem for the remaining cases. 
Let E : ~c,+~(S~) + IC, be the stable suspersion. It follows immediately from Corollary 
(1.8) that the diagram 
0 0 
O-bP,+l-e,- cok J, - 0 
is commutative and the sequences exact for 4 < n < 2k - 1 and n = 2 mod 4. (Here 
J&SO) + IC, is the stable J-homomorphism and $, is defined to be $f: for large k.) 
Case 1. n = 8, 9, 13, 15. 
We will prove the result in this case by showing I? : cok Jf: -+ cok J. onto for 
k = [(n + 1)/2] + 1 ([xl = greatest integer in x). This will prove that E is onto for all 
k > (n + 1)/2 so that 0: = 0. (from the diagram above). 
If n = 8, the lowest value of k with n + 1 c 2k is k = 5. Now n13(S5) x Z2, 
7c8 x 2, + Z2, n,(S0(5)) = 0, and x&SO) x 2,. By results of Adams [l], J,, is a mono- 
morphism when n = 0,l mod 8 so cok Ji z Z2 z cok J,. 
An exactly analogous argument holds for n = 9. 
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Ifn = 13, [(n + 1)/2] + 1 = 8 and Q(S”) z Z, + Z,, rr13 z Z3, 7+(SO(8)) has at most 
order 4 (from diagram (1.1) and Kervaire [9]) and x1 #O) = 0. Thus cok J13 x cok Jf3 
The case n = 15 is more difficult. Here [(n + 1)/2] + 1 = 9 and it follows from Theorem 
(10.5) and Lemma (10.8) of Toda [14] that the iterated suspersion maps a2,Q9) + r&Y”) 
and z2s(S13) + n15 are onto so that @T5 x @ii and @i: x &. Now using diagram (l-1) 
(with n = 14, k = 12) and the results of [9] and [14] it follows that H(7r2s(Sr3)) = 
P$IS(SO(l3))) = z2 c q&S"). 
15 z 45. 
Case 2. n = 10,14. 
For n = 10 we must check the cases k = 6, 7 and, for n = 14, the cases k = 8,9, 10, 11 
(using the first half of this theorem!) 
If n = 10 (arguing as we did in Case 1 above), we need only show that for q = 6,7 
ker J,$ n ker j, = 0 where j* : n,(SO(q)) + z,(SO(q + l)), however, it follows easily from 
diagram (1.1) that j, : z9(SO(q)) + z,(SO(q + 1)) is a monomorphism for q = 6,7. 
For n = 14, k = 9, 10, it follows easily (from the fact that lr14(S9) = rr14(Po) = 0) that 
j, : n&OW) + q,(SO(k + 1)) is a monomorphism. For k = 8 or 11, we know (from 
Kervaire [9], diagram (l.l), and Toda [14]) that n&SO(k)) has order 4 and n,s +,(S”> 
order 12. However, from Case 1 above, we know that rr13 +,(S”)/Im Jt3 z e13 z Z, so Ji3 
must be a monomorphism. This completes the proof of Theorem (1.10). 
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